
There ls a third reason. S i c e.nce and technology are respected through-
out the world, and enjoy an acknowledged 111uthor1ty. But where is the 
authority of science? lt does t id ' 
a uniYersity president• or in no rea e in a gove.rn-ent, or a minister, or 

h i the director of a 11atJonal laboratory. The 
aut or ty of science resides in the collective professional 
international scientific communit consclence of the 
through journal editorial hoards Y~hr It ~s exercised through peer judgements, 
national and international ~ti ough grants screening commttteea--and st 

d nJl:s Bue as this one. Here the i t1 an engineers come to present th t d d . sc en sts 
explain their theories amt idea: r :ta, ~scribe thelr technology, and 
objections, to comments and to re.futat~~~s t e~ listen to critic1111111, to 
discussion and arguments there raduall • nd out of the debate and 
is the authority of sclence. g Y emerges a consensus. Thia consensus 

And so for three days, you, the delegates of this meeting 
~xercise the authority of science in your specialized area 
urden of responsibility, which we thank you for accepting• 
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Epidemiological studies were made in 1983-84 in a large sealed office com
plex in which health complaints had been made since first occupation i n 
1977. The investigation comprised: a questionnaire survey of a stratified 
random sample of 1370 current employees, a telephone inquiry from a selected 
sample of 281 past employees, and a limited environmental survey on 9 select
ed floors and at 32 individual work. locations. A response was obtained from 
94% of. the available current and 75% of the past employees. Most respondents 
had suffered from upper respiratory tract and eye irritation, a variety .of 
other complaints - typically headache, drowsiness, exhaustion, sleeplessness 
and irritabili ty - and some skin dryness and irritation. The symptoms 
usually started shortly after first employment, were troublesome at work but 
not at home and tended to persist at other work locations. About a quarter 
of those affected stated that they had been absent from vork as a result and 
most had sought medical advice. Age, sex, type of work, year first employed 
and work. location bad little effect but there was a tendency for those who 
worked in cubicles to have su!f ered more than those in open areas or closed 
offices. The environmental tests indicated that some locations had less 
than optimal ventilation, temperature and humidity but these assessments 
correlated poorly with symptom prevalence. However, few location.s were 
tested, and only during a 3-month period in 1983-84, whereas the complaints 
had begun years earlier. Considerable attention was given to the outcome of 
pregnancy in women who conceived while employed at the complex. Of 222 such 
pregnancies, the rate of spontaneous abortion (16. 2%) was close to expecta
tion, and of foetal defect (2.7%) less than expectation. Overall, the pro
blem was typical of mnny recent episodes of building illness in large modern 
office blocks. Our findings suggest that imperfect ventilation together with 
periods of high temperature and low humidity were contributory factors. The 
building was planned for open plan use and ventilated accordingly; subsequent 
partitioning of floor space into offices and cubicles interfered with free 
air movement and probably aggravated the situation. 
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BUILDING ILLNESS IN A LARGE OFFICE COMPLEX 

1. Background 

The investi · of the Treasury Bo::~ion described in this re ort 
employer and largest c:s) and the Public ser!:ic was.undertaken at the 
Our task was to prov ' ~nion respectively, of Can :.Alliance of Canada (PS~~~~est 
mental complaints of \:da comprehensive descri :i1an federal civil serv;ints 
a massive new oUice co e~at employees workingp in o~ ot the health and envu~ -
:'••:••••of P•<li~o:'. '~.·~ ''' Q••b•o ''""of ::,T;;;•••••.d• l• Cb•odi,<o 

e ma e as a clue to , im1ted env1xonmental awa river over from ' 
roughly describ d possible etiology Th measurements were als 
ep'd . e to us at th • e nat1Jre of th o to 

l em1cs, sometimes e outset, was fairl , e complaints, as 

~~~~;~:~; !;el~~:=a~~::i!~=: ~~o~~sb~!l~~~~P!l!~::~P~~a~i;~t;~~i~:~~grecent 
of the upper respirator by poorly defined but ma ~ .rth ~er1c-a. these 
general complaints of fy ~ract, eyes and skin oft wly irritative symptoms 
!errasses • and in s at.J.gue ' ma La.ise and de; ~n accompanied by more 
possible effects ino:e other episodes, there w~:ss~on (1, 2, 3). At Les 
defects. regnancy leading to abortio a so. muc~ cont:etn about n, stillbirth and birth 

The employees' com l . after the buildin w: . P aints were of 6 ear ' . ~n~iety and serio~sl;si!~~~t .occupied in 19~7; :he;t:~ding, ~aving begun soon 
Jointly funded b h ring employer-em 1 re giving rise t 
Committee whicli y t e.8oard and PSAC both pfoye~ relations. The st do much 
sibility for des~:t with us periodic~lly too r w~1ch particip3ted in ~ ~/as. ~~r~e~~!v~~o t!:rego~~h~~~d~~t F=~~u:;;lrsi~ 9~3f ~~;eh;r~J:~~e::~ai~:~e~~~~ arl==~~~! 
was f months for 1 . ' • wit one f . one. 

ormnlly submitted to thea~a ysis and draft report ye~r ·o: the field reasury Board and PSAC : ur Final Report (4) 

Our study des. i.n July L 981t. 

estimate the inciden~!"a:::s descriptive rather than an , b! age, sex and certai prevalence of health and a~ytic. We sought to ~1me variables, such a: ~~~er ~ersonal characteristi~:v~ronmental complaints .a~ and b) location variable o employment, season d 1.n relation to: a) i~i.ty to office machines e~, su~h as type of officeay of week, hour of :7~~~ have left the nrviceSi.~ce it was possible that'e!~~or, asp~ct, prox-
1 J.n the complex both ' een transferred to an oyees wt.th symptoms 

mhade to record thelr com ~a~t and present employees other building or moved 
t e study of P aints at ever were studied a d ;~portantly, ~~a~~:t~~! ~~il~ingf, part{yw~~~ !:~=~~~n~f We decide~ a::i:!~ort 

iat no useful com ari ~e o emotional conce economy but, more 
concentrated inste:d o~o~ ;1th any other buildingC~)at Les !errasses was such me~~al f~ctors were respo~s~~~alfcomparisons in the b=~~m~ poss~ble. We . 
un1 orm i.n time or e or the symptoms 1~ that if environ-
seemed very unlikelspa~e. If the problem was wh' they might well be non
~dvantage was takeny~f ~e~~w.no.way of proving o~l~lspsyc~ogenic, which 
isons could be made th a7n important sets of d t prov7ng it. However ~ealth from the Can~da ese included a) answers toa a ag~1nst which comp~r
JOb satisfaction from aHealth Survey 1978-79 (5) biuest1ons on general 
:esults on the outcome study of Quebec civil ae;.,, answers to questions on 
l.n Montreal (7) of pregnancy from a 1 ants (6) nnd c) prel · · , arge contemporarv , iminary • ., investigation 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 

Sampling procedures. 

Health survey 

Each dep artment provided 
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a list of present and 

past employees as of March 31, 1983, including the full name, sex, date 
of buth, present work location, home address, date of start and date o( 
tet111ination, where applicable, at Les Terrasses. 'Ihe lists of present 
emt>loyees contained approximately 5300 names. We selected all female 
employees born between 1950 and 1956 (912 persons) and a lOX random sample 
of all other employees (448 persons) - 1370 in all. The special female 
atratum is referred to below as the SfS group. 'Ihe sample was stratified 
in this way to maximize information on pregnancies and to reduce age, sex 
and related differences in analysis. !he lists of past employees included 
approximately 5000 nam·es; they were· of uneven quality and did not permit 
any stratified method of sampling. A 20% random sample (994 persons) was 
selected. Of these, 547 were eligible for inclusion in the study in that 
they were listed in the current Gatineau-Hull-Ottawa telephone directory; 
had surname, first name or initial and address compatible with that given 
by departmen t; and had no more than two apparently correct telephone numbers 

for the name as supplied to us. 

Questionnair!.:!.· In the light of background information obtained at 
meetings with various employee groups, a questionnaire was developed to 
evaluate systematically the health complaints of current employees and 
their perception of envirorunental conditions at thei.r various "ork loca
tions. the questionnaire was pre-tested among employees in a building in 
Montreal where ~imilar complaints to those at Les 'Ierrasses were being 
experienced. The main questionnaire, intended ~or the current employees, 
comprised four main sections: personal data and characteristics; environ
mental complaints; health complaints; and pregnancy (women only). lnfor
mation on environmental and health complaints was recorded for each work 

location. 
After three or more reminder phone calls to those who had not re

turned the questionnaire, some basic information was asked in the form of 
a short questionnaire which addressed the issues of (I) health at Les 
Terrasses; (2) present work location and envirorunental concitions; (3) 
11regnancy (women only); and (4) reasons for no.t having completed the main 
questionnaire. the questionnaire used for past em11loyees contained the 
same categories of information as the main questionnaire but was adapted 
for administration by telephone. At least four attempts were made to 

contact each individual. 

~sponse. Of the 1370 names selected from current employees, 151 
had already left the seritice when the survey began and 58 were on extended 
leave. From the remaining 1161 persons, 875 long questionnaires were re
turned, a response rate of 75·%. This was supplemented by fol low-up of non
r esponders who were asked to complete the short questionnaire. ln all, at 
least some information was obtained from 94% of the sample. The subjects 
for whom no information was obtained, either by long or short questionnaire, 
included only 5 who actually refused to participate. !he remainder included 
some who received a copy of the questionnaire but then left the building 
(either on extended leave, retirement, job transfer or promotion), and a 
small number whom we were unable to reach because they had moved station 

or there was no answer after several attempts. 

Ouring the telephone inquiry of 11ast employees, carried out from 
November 1983 through February 1984, we identified llO persons who did not 
meet our criteria; 23 were currently employed in the complex; 71 had never 
worked at Les Terrasses; 14 had moved out of our geographic area; and 2 were 
deceased. A large number (156) of other apparently good telephone numbers 
proved to be incorrect or disconnected. Of the remaining 281, interviews 
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persons declined to · - .. .. ~~~ J ... ~u.J.i.uc; u J..t;,vuu::;e rac.e ot I.Ji... Nineteen 
ted despite four participate and the remaining 51 c ld or more attempts. ou not be contac-

2.2 Environmental assessment 

Floor classification. The floor . ~irst on the basis of aspect (N S E s in each tower were classified 
into ~erimeter (12 ft from exte;nai wa~~)W~ and each quadrant subdivided 
was g~ven to whether an open or closed offind core: Nex7, consideration 
the eigh~ zones on each floor. If 40% f ce conf1gur~tion prevailed within 
was considered closed Thus f . o a zone comprised offices the are 
perimeter open• core ~pe ' .our main patterns could arise: core'clo d a 

. ' n • peruneter closed· t · 1 se • 
open. This classification suited the h' en ire y closed; or entirely 
the east tower being more ext . nort and central towers well but 
south-east and link . Thus fensive was divided into three, north-e~st 
for l' ' our towers and a centr 1 ( . ' samp ing purposes. Because of th t a zone link) resulted 
present on lower floors were not alw e erraced n~ture of the complex zones ays present higher in the structu;e. 

. . Sampling and analysis. Limit d . sive investigation of all the env' e time and resources precluded exten-
Formaldehyde had already been stu~~~~m:nt:l ia~tors potentially implicated. 
levels all below 0.08 ng/m3 (O.O] m) Y ea t a~d Welfare Canada with 
to temperature, relative humidity P~ t• l Our ~tudies were therefore limited 
of n~c~ssity, all in the winter, j95~-=4 pa~~iculates and total hydrocarbons -
spe~if1c worksites were classiri d . S . ine floors and sixteen pairs of 
basis of preliminary analysis ofeth~nh eptember 1~83 a~ good or bad on the 
Mea~urements on these floors and lo ~alth questionnaires then available. 
environmental study .team d . cations were then made 'blind' by the 

• as escr1bed below:-

Temperature and relative h . psychromete t 'd umidity were each measured once wi'th a 
r a m1 -morning and mid-afternoon workdays. at each site on two consecutive 

Total particulates, including fibres and on.op~n faced 0.8 micrometer ore-s ' fungal spores, were collected 
(Millipore, HAW P()37) using apc·1· ize.cellulose acetate membrane filters 
min t d · i ian air pump operat · · u e ur1ng two consecutive w kd lng at one liter per 
and fungal spores was determine~rb ay~. The number of particulates, fibres 
a technique recommended by NlOSH t~ : ase con~rast microscopy· at 430 X. using 
Random samples were examined by t e~su~e aixborne asbestos fibres (8). 

ran.sm1ssion electron microscopy. 

T~tal hydrocarbons were sampled minute w1th a Gilian air p d . on activated charcoal at 50 ml per 
volume of air sampled at um~ ~ring two consecutive workdays. The total 
a 

1 
. . eac site was kept consta t T . . 

na ysis, it was assumed that most of th . n • o simplify the 
m~nt w!re aliphatic hydrocarbons (9) e organic compounds in the environ-
disulfide and the eluant analysed .,·~h The charcoal was desorbed with carbon 
fl-ame ionization detector A . i a gas chromatograph equipped with a 
e h 

1 
· n est1.11Jate of the tot 1 h d ac samp e was obtained based a Y rocarbon content of on an octane calibration. 

Ventilation and air distribution t g~~ method using sulphur hexafluoride (~;6~ern~ we~e determined by a tracer 
t is gas• it was thought prudent to • espite the non-toxicity of 
the floor ventilation systems were t~~nduct t~es~ tests during weekends only; 
fans were not. Sulphur hexafluoride wn fun~tionio~ as usual but penthouse 
each selected floor to· obtain a b. a s re eased in the mechanical room of 
50 ppb. The rate of decay was ~e:~r~~~~df~Oor c~nce~tration of approximately 
over a four-hour period by samplin; w k • Y ~n.i.~oring SF6 concentrations or site a1r in polypropylene bags with 
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Gilian pumps. The SF6 concentrations were determined with a portable 
gas chromatograph (AID) equipped with an electron capture detector 
(detection limit 0.1 ppb). Dynamically prepared SF6 gas standards (Metro
nics Oynacalibrator, model 340) w~re generated daily for calibration of the 
chromatograph. The results obtained were used to calculate effective venti
lation rates which in turn reflected air distribution patterns of each floor . 
This type of measurement was not possible at the sixteen paired worksites. 

The volume of outdoor air supplied to each selected floor was deter
mined using the Pitot tube traverse method on each supply duct. Occupied 
floor volumes and areas used in subsequent calculations include the plenum 
but not service cores, elevator shafts and stairwells. 

The results of the environmental study were to describe the selected 
worksites in terms of the four environmental factors and two ventilation 
parameters, and to rank them in overall quality. The ranking obtained was 
largely subjective and based on the assumption that each factor or parameter 
was equally important. The rank assigned applied only to the three-month 
period of the survey though it was evident that environmental conditions 
vary appreciably from season to season and from day to day. 

2.3 Statistical analysis 

Responses to the health questionnaires were coded, entered on magnetic 
tape and the files subjected to standard data cleaning procedures. Analyses 
were performed using statistical packages available on the McGill Amdahl 
computer. Respondents to the long questionnaire were asked to record the ir 
complaints about health and the environment for each location they occupied 
while at Les Terrasses. The 875 respondents had occupied a total of 1843 
person-locations, an average of about 2 each. Tabulations of comp l aints 
used these person-locations as the unit of analysis. ln certain tables, 
only the first pe-rson-10cations of :respondents in the SFS group were used. 
Where complaints were compared to environmental measurements, only the loca
tion occupied at the time of the environmental survey was considered. As 
this was primarily a descriptive survey, significance tests were perforuied 
i.nfrequently. Where presented, two tailed levels of significance are given. 
The principal component analysis reported in Section 3 was performed using 
the SPSX package. Estimation of population baseline frequencies of symptoms 
of anxiety and depression from the Canada Health Survey (CHS) were computed 
from the Ontario and Quebec respondents using weights appropriate to the 

sample design. 

3. Findings 

3.1 Health surveys 

T.he age and sex distribution of current employees was similar whether 
they answered the long or short questionnaire (Table I). Th.ree-quarters of 
the respondents were females aged 25-34, largely due to the samt>le weighting. 
The past employees were slightly older with more equal representation of the 
sexes. Subsequent results will refer to current employees completing long 
questionnaires unless otherwise. stated. 46% of the women and lU of the men 
were administrative support staff (mostly clerical); the remainder held 
mainly professional and managerial jobs . 39% smoked cigarettes and 1% 

cigars or a pipe. 
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ln response to a . 
deterioration 47% h questlon about health at L T 
Of those whos~ heal:~ ; :ng~ and only a iruproveme:~ . ;;r;I;es, 4 7% reported 
physician, 9% had e enorated, 75% stated tha ' not respond. 
to another buildin;eported to ·~he H~a l th Unit and ~%they ?ad seen a family 
ported having been :;s;e.tocation w1thin the complex . ap~!ted for a transfer 
lems caused or a r nt on one or more occasion % of employees re
of past employee!gs::~:;dt~y working at Les Terrass::cau;e of health prob-

1a t their heal th had d . · omewhat fewer {29,t) 
eter1orated 

The prevalence of h 1 · 
_orde·r of frequency from na::1 th complaints is shown in Table 
each symptom group th .symptoms (49%)to other.. rr in descending 
reported is also shown e relative freque ncy of the variosymptom~ ~7'%). Within 
ex-workers, a dis ar· . The prevalence of symptoms w us spec1f1c complaints 
of the two groups~ ;~; only partly explained by diff:: somew?at lower among 
of the working day ad sym~toms were generally ex e . ences in.age and sex 
had their symptoms i: not tn the evenings or on w:e~lenced during the course 
was worst Fre al1 seasons but among a m· . ends. Most respondents 
h • quency of com 1 . 1nor1ty discr · · • t e most common P aints about the . 1n11nat1ng, winter 

mentioned concerned ventilation wi"th n ~nv1ronment is shown in Table 
• • 01se and I" h · III; ig ting frequently 

Frequency of psycho- h . . 
were measured usin M . p rs10Iog1cal symptoms of . 
of questions aske~ ~cMi~lan s Health Opinion Surve anx1e~y and depression 
4.87. of men ~nd 7 97. a ;o ln the Canada Health Surv y( a }idely used ser·es 
symptoms of anxie~ • o women from Les Terrasses e:y ~flS (5). rn al.l, 
l. 6% and 4 .2% in O~c:n? depression(as defined in th!enenced frequent 
analysis did not r10 and Quebec men and women . C~S), compared with 
ing by age or typ=u~~e; t that. these differences we;;~~= CHS. Further 
of Quebec civil serv ccupat1on. Responses to que t. result of confound
tion among the Les T ants {b) showed a slightly lowe s :ons take? from a study 

errasses employees than their ;ov~ve~ of Job satisfac-
Prom the l P 1nc1al counterparts 

f . ong and the sh . · rom the inquiry amon ort questionnaires for 
cies, of which 222 g P?St employees, we learned f current employees and 
at Les Ierrasses . ;~~e in women who at the time o; a total of 654 pregnan
(95% confidence iimit:r~r-~~; (16.2%) of these ended c~nception were employees 
186 live births 5 (2 7%). 1.7%). There were no st"~l~~ontaneous abortion 
!n the current inv : . were reponed as bavin d i irtbs but of the 
in Montreal, 1982-;~ttg~tion of.pregnancy outcom! b:::~opmental defects. 
pations lay betwee ' t e abortion rate fo r women i on 907. of all births 
abortion is affect::.i about 15.6 a?d 16.7% {7). The ~r:elected clerical occu
be readily or precise~y ;an~ variables and comparable ~~ency of spontaneous 
11, 12) indicate that Yb efined. However, several oth tes cannot therefore 
a_bortion. 0£ live and as o?t 15~ of recognized pregnanc~; repor~s (e.g.' 10, 
elopmental defect Th t ill births in the Montreal s end in spontaneous 
had an advers.e effect ere was, thus, no evidence tha:urveky, 5.87. had a dev-

on pregnancy. wor at Les Terrasses 

3.2 Environmental studies 
In Table IV it w"l 

26.soc on the · ' 1 1 be seen that tem er 
worksites. Th;i;;:m:;~o~s investigated and f~oma~~r~: ;;n~~d from 19 to 
uniform during the wor:d ure at most of the sites monitor. Cat.selected 
on few occasions R l ?Y and exceeded the 23 soc ed remained relatively 
particulates sam;led ed at~ve humi?ity ranged fro~ 14% t~e~;;.miended by ASRRAE; 
or no fibrous material ur1ng bthe tnvestigation were fung l •. Most of. the 
0.01 to 3 54 a t. was o served. Total art. a spores. Little 
Total hyd;oca~b~n tcles/cc and ED<ceeded 2 . 0 p;r-ti~~;ljte counts ranged from 
exceeded 1.0 mg/m3 co~~entrations ranged from 0 01 : c~ :n few ~cca~ions. 
f or total particul~tes ;re ~re no existing norm~ forot ~ ~ mhg/m and rarely 

- or tndoor environments. o a ydrocarbons or 
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Outdoor air was supplied to the building by the ventilation system 
filtered, humidified and temperature controlled; supply rates and distri
butions at selected worksites are summarized in Table V. Comparison of these 
results with the recommended rate of 0.15 cfm/ft2 (Public Works Canad~) 
indicates that the alJlOunt of outdoor air supplied was adequate on 6 of the 
9 floors. None of the 3 fioors in Tower l received the amount of outdoor air 
recommended for .areas in which smoking is permitted. Outdoor air distri
butions determined at selected worksites by the tracer gas method, varied 
significantly on some floors characterized by a mixed configuration of open 
areas and closed offices. The remaining floors , characterized by a uniform 
layout, had a uniform distribution of outdoor air. These results suggest 
that a mainly closed or open office configuration is a pre-requisite for 
satisfactory air distribution. 

3.3 Health and environmental correlations 

In this section, the dist't'.ibution of symptoms is related to off ice 
location and configuration, and to the rather limited environmental data 
described in Section 3.2. Our approach was first co take each of the main 
symptoms sepacately, and then to de!ine 4 groups of symptoms (syndromes), 
each characteristic of a specific etiological mechanism. Having examined 
the prevalence of these syndromes and their relation to work location, the 
ana lyses we·re repeated with a single, strictly defined syndrome, considered 
typical of .. building illness··. Finally, the prevalence of the syndromes and 
of building illness was examined for those working on the 9 floors and 16 
paired work locations where environmental measurements had been made. Where 
possible, the analyses were confined to the SFS group to avoid the confounding 
effects of age and sex. 

Individual symptoms. Each of the symptom groups shown in Table II 
was examined a) by office configuration and location (tower, core/periphery, 
aspect), proximity to machines, type o.f' work and b) by the type of environ
mental complaints reported. Systematic effects were found only for type of 
office {Table VI{a) ). For eve~ symptom {except 'other'), women working 
in cubicles had a higher rate of complaint than those in other types of 
office configuration. In a related analysis, it was seen that women in 
their own cubicle were also most likely to report environmental complaints 
{Table Vl(b) ). However, the diffet:ences between office types, although 
consistent, were small, with a high rate of complaint in all types of work
place. Only 10% of women in the SFS group in their own cubicle had no 
symptoms; this rose to 15% for women occupying their own office and to 19% 
for those in an open work area . Environmental and health complaints were 
closely related: among those in the SFS group who complained about their 
workplace, 94% also had symptoms ; of those who did not complain about the 
environment, only 56% reported trouble with their health. With the exception 
of eye symptoms (which were most frequent amongst those who complained of 
lighting) symptoms were mo·st frequent amongst those who complained about 
features of their office, 97% of whom also complained about their health. 

Syndromes. Medical and physiological principles suggested that the 
various symptoms under study were unlikely to be caused by the same agent 
or mechanism. Whatever the agents responsible, there was no reason to 
suppose that they would be distributed in the same way throughout the 
complex. 'Four categories of symptoms were therefore defined in order to 
search for clusters of affected workers whose work location might help to 
identify the cause of the problem. The syndromes were defined as follows:-

a) Irritant: Persons with specified symptoms(s) in nasal, throat, 
contact lens or eye categories - excluding blurred vision. 
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b) Ioxic: Persons with nausea, vomiting, headache, fever, chills, 
general malaise, drowsiness, faintness, difficulty in concentra
tion or blurred vision. 

c) Skin: Persons with any specified symptom in the skin category. 

d) Stress: Persons complaining of anything under the stress category. 

Examination of the prevalence of these syndromes by age and se·x suggests 
that women had somewhat higher rates than men and that those in the oldest 
age group (55 years or more) tended to complain less than other workers of 
the same sex. Within the S'FS group, preval ence was higher for each syndrome 
for women working in a cubicle. Woemn in closed offices had the lowest pre
valence of irritant or stress syndromes, and those in shared areas the lowest 
preval ence of skin problems (table VI(c ) ). No other relation of interest 
was observed between syndrome and location of office, nor was there any 
evidence that prevale.nce was lower amongst those who had started work at the 
complex in recent years. 

Building illness. The analysis to this point had indicated a pos
sible reiationship between office type and health complaint, but little other 
systematic distribution of s·ymptoms by work location. As the pattern of the 
relation betwee·n sympt·oms and office type did not manifest itself clearly 
in the analysis of the four syndromes, it was decided as a final step to 
examine a more demanding syndrome, typical of ''building illness - . For this 
approach, a resp.ondent qualified as a case if he (or shel complained of 
either nasal ~ throat symptoms and eye (or contact lens) symptoms but not 
of any stress symptom: these cases, it was argued, reflected environmental 
irritation uncomplicated by psychological factors. 

The prevalence of the syndrome was examined by type of office as well 
as office location (core/periphery), and a classification of whether the 
floor was entirely open, closed or mixed. Women in the SFS group had lower 
rates 04%) of building illness in their first work location ii they worked 
in an open (shared) area; the rates in closed offices and cubicles were very 
similar (19%) (table Vl(d) ). No relation of importance was found with the 
other factors examined. 

Principal component analysis. Interpretation of the relation between 
office type and "building illness" was complicated by the tendency of women 
wot"king in cub ides to complain more frequently than others of al 1 symptoms, 
including those such as menstrual irregularities for which it is difficult 
to· conceive a direct environmental cause. An exploratory attempt was there
fore made to examine inter-relationships bet.ween symptoms using the statistical 
technique of pt"incipal component analysis. The fit"st component extracted 
from the correlation ma.trix of health complaints was found to reflect a 
general tendency to complain of all symptoms included in the questionnaire. 
Scores for this component, computed independently of type of office, were 
nevertheless found to reflect the office configuration of the women in the 
SFS sample, those in cubicles having the highest complaints score (as expected 
from Table VI), those in open areas having an intermediate score and those 
in closed offices the lowest score (see Table VII). A weak second component 
was also extracted, which may be regat"ded as independent of the overall 
tendency to report symptoms. This second component was positively weighted 
for items reflecting eye irritation, complaints about contact lens and, to 
a lesser extent, nasal symptoms and negatively weighted for digestive and 
flu-like symptoms, stress and general symptoms such as drowsiness and dif
ficulty in concentt"ation. On this component, those in cubicles had positive 
scores due to a preponderance of irritant symptoms, while those in open areas 
had a greater tendency to complain of the negatively weighted symptoms 
(digestive, stress) than of eye and nasal irritation. 
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This analysis was exploratory and it should be noted th~t. the.second 
component had little statistical significance. However, t~e S11Dilarity 
between the a priori definition of building illness and this seco~d component 
independently extracted from the data·, adds weight to the conclusion th~t 
those working in cubicles tended to report a specific pattet"n of complaint 
(irritant rather than stress) over and above their tendency to report symp
toms across the whole range. 

Enviconmental assessments. the relations between the measut"ements 
d the nine floors and each of the syndromes (including building illness) 

::ees~~wn in table VIII . In an array of this size and with a small nwn~er 
of data points, one or two large correlations may be expec~ed . by chance, 
nevertheless, building illness was positively related to within-day ranges 
of humidity and temperature. The correlations betw.een syndrome prevalen~e 
and environmental rank were small or negative. Measurements of the 16 pairs 
of work sites showed no difference between cases and controls (Table IX). 

4. Discussion 

The findings from this study can be briefly stated. A very high pro
portion of employees at Les terrasses de la Chaudiere reported health and 
environmental complaints related to their place of work. The symp~oms were 
mainly associated with irritation of the nose, throat, eyes and skin, often 
accompanied by impaired sense of well-being. This picture agrees closely 
with other epidemics of tight building s~ndrome.and strongly . sug~ests that 
physical and chemical factors in the office environment are 11Dpl1cated •.. 
Concerns about pregnancy probably t"esulted from the high level of prevai1111g 
anxiety; certainly our data showed no indication of any adverse effect· 

Such differences as were observed in relation to age, sex a~d type 
of employment shed no light on possible causes . Attempts to localize the. 
problem in teTI11s of tower, floor, quadrant, aspect, etc., were also negative. 
The long-standing nature of the problem and imperfect memory m~y have ob
scured differences of this kind; the employees had moved ~ocation ?ften and 
may have left .or been transferred , in part because of the~r complaint~. 
Despite all this, there were systematic differences, albe1t small, w~1c~ 
s ggest that there was some correlation between the occurrence of building 
i~lness and measurements of temperature and humidity, and that those ~ho 
worked in cubicles separated by room dividet"s fa~ed worse t~an ~hose 1n. 
closed offices or open areas. These patterns point to ventilation quality 
and control as important factors. 

A striking feature of building illness is the simil arity of the 
clinical picture wherever it has been reported. It has generally thr~e 
components, the first reflecting irritation of the mucus. surfaces, sk111 . and 
eyes the second impairment of well-being and work capa~1ty and, the thi rd, 
dire~t and indirec t expressions of deep anxiety. !he hrs~ e~ement c?uld b~ 
explained by the accumulation of chemical and particulate irr1tants, . 1~clud1ng 
tobacco smoke together with periods of high temperature and low hum1~LtY: 
The agents re;ponsible may be numerous and specifi c but adequate vent1lat1on 
and air conditioning would surely remove them. The second com~onent, com
prising more general symptoms of headache, drow~ines~, exhaus~ion, sleep
lessness, irritability, etc., is more psychologi.cal l~ nat~re . these are the 

· f all who have worked fot" long periods in overheated rooms common experience o . . · f · · l 
with little air movement, especially if accompanied b~ 1.1Dperfect ~rti ic1a 
lighting noise and other distractions. Few people like to work in lllOdern 
office biocks which fail to provide a reasonable degree of ~ontr?l of the 
working environroent. Clerical work in large government offi~es is 
detailed ,and demanding yet offers little sc?p~ for ~elf fulfilment · . The 
rules and regulations of a hierarchical adm1nistrat1on may not always 
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eilcourage personal initiative and individuality. These characteristics of 
work are symbolized and reinforced by buildings such as Les Terrasses. The 
third component is more serious becauRe it probably reflects the feelings of 
frustration, anger and alienation experienced by employees subjected to un
satisfactory working conditions by impersonal and apparently unsympathetic 
authority. Such feelings are probably close to the surface anyway. In 
these circumstances, it is not difficult to appreciate that large groups of 
employees, many of whom are experiencing clear physical symptoms, come to 
the collective belief that they are indeed being poisoned, perhaps by agents 
capable of causing foetal damage, or even some life-threatening illness. 

The implications of all this are that the symptoms of building illness, 
despite their apparently minor nature, deserve to be taken seriously . The 
problem demands general rather t:_han specific solutions. It is hardly more 
useful to identify the many potentially irritating agents which pollute the 
air of inadequately ventilated sealed buildings (probably in very low con
centrations) than it would have been to identify the countless types of 
bacteria in the polluted water supplies of our cities a century ago. Pure 
air is probably as neces,;.ary as pure water; both depend on appropriate 
engineering. The broader psycho-social question of whether large otiice 
complexes can ever provide a wholly satisfactory working environment is 
beyond the scope of this paper. As we shall not get rid of such buildings 
in the foreseable future, much will depend on employer-employee relationships. 
These are particularly difficult to maintain in large organizations, where 
the employees and employer are strangers to one another. In these circum
stances, years may pass before a serious grievance is investigated let 
alone controlled. This is a coll'lllOn feature of ""building illness··; it 
magnifies the problem, confuses the picture and handicaps etiological 
research. 

At Les Terrasses, the element of delay was a major difficulty in our 
inquiry. We were wholly dependent for information on essentially subjective 
responses to questionnaires. Memory coloured by recent emotional events 
was not adequate to identify reliably circumstances associated with the 
onset of symptoms so we were forced to rely on prevalence rather than 
incidence - the more discriminating index. This, and the problems resulting 
from selective movement of work location within and outside the complex, 
undoubtedly obscured any patterns of incidence there may have been. Not 
surprisingly, our attempts to correlate symptom prevalence with environmental 
measurements failed. The environmental survey was not extensive and condi
tions on the nine floors tested at the end of 1983 bore little relation to 
those to which the employees were exposed when their symptoms began. The 
lessons are clear: buildings in which there is evidence of environmentally
related health complaints call for immediate investigation. Sensitive and 
reliable measures of air quality and ventilation should be used and more 
objective methods for health assessment developed and applied. We believe 
that eye signs, especially in contact lens users, could prove to be a most 
useful physiological index. 
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TABLE I. AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 

Male employees 

~ Present Past 

Long form Short fonn 

15-24 5 9 

25-34 50 17 22 

35-44 60 19 41 

45-54 37 6 II 

55-64 16 4 22 

65-74 3 

> 75 

All 168 47 109 

Female employees 

15-24 22 5 15 

25-34 610 * 137 46 

35-44 41 13 19 

45-54 19 9 11 

55-64 15 3 5 

65-74 

> 75 2 

All 707 167 102 

* Inc:ludes 582 in special female stratum (SFS). 
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TABLE II. PREVALENCE OF HEALTH COMPLAINTS (ALL LOCATIONS) 

Symptom Prevalence 
~ (%) * 
Nasal 49 (28) 

General 48 (40) 

Aches 47 (39) 

Eye 44 (25) 

Stress 42 (~) 

Throat 38 (~) 

Skin 27 (.2_) 

Digestive 24 (_!Q) 

Flu-like 21 (14) 

Breathing 20 (13) 

Contact 16 (~) 
lens 

Other 7 ~) 

Menstrual 20 (_§_) 
(females only) 

Dis tribution within group (%) 

Congestion(45), sneezing(42), sinus problems(39), runny 
nose(37), hay fever(20), bleeding(l8), other(9) 

Drowsiness(64), difficulty in concentration(57), 
dizziness(31), faintness(l9), other(5) 

Headache(83),backache(32),muscular/joint pain(l9),other(7) 

Irritation(46),burning(44),blurred vision(40),dryness(37), 
redness(33),watering(20),puffiness(l3),other(l0) 

Exhaustion (71), sleeplessness(40), irritability(39), 
anxiety(35), depression.(Jl), other(]) 

Dry throat(63), scratchy throat(36), sore throat(35), 
dry cough(32),other (9) 

Dryness(73),irritation(26),flaking(22),rash(21),other(l7) 

Nausea(49), stomach-ache(35), diarrhea(29), constipa
tion(29), indigestion(25), vomiting(8), other(9) 

General malaise(59), chills(48), fever(35), other(ll) 

Breathlessness(60), chest tightness(38), wheezing(21), 
asthma(8), other(l3) 

Discomfort(68), deposits(32), cleaning(23), pain(21), 
other(31) 

Specific complaints noted by individual (98) 

Irregular periods(54), premenstrual tension(45), heavy 
menstrual flow(33), other(l6) 

* Rates for past employees underlined and in brackets. 

TABLE III. PREVALENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLAINTS 

Troublesome Prevalence 
aseect % 

Ventilation 73 

Noise 42 

Lighting 37 

Other 25 
(specified) 

Office 24 

·. -:· 

Distribution within groue (%) 

Dryness(56), temperature(54), odours(45), 
humidity(l4), other(l9) 

Office equipment(62), ventilation system(36), 
other(38) 

Insufficient(48), glare(42), too bright(20), 
flicker(l5), other(7) 

Privacy(59), distractions(55), view(30), claustro
phobia(23), oppressiveness(20), other(lO) 

Tidiness(48), partitions(44), decor(25), 
other(29) 
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TABLE IV. RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS ..... TABLE VI. PREVALENCE (%) OF COMPLAINTS AND SYNDROMES BY 

Relative Total Total 
Tower- Temperature humidity particulates hydrocarbons 
floor (OC) (%) (particles (cc) (mg/m3) 

- ~ TYPE OF OFFICE, SFS GROUP, FIRST WORK LOCATION 
,I 

of work location Type 
" Closed office Cubicle Open area 

1-12 20.S-23.0 2S-34 1.01-2.30 0.06-0.23 (a) Health complaints (n = 80) (n = 268) (n 191) 

1-14 21.0-24.0 2S-30 0.23-0.74 <0.01-0.01 
1-lS 20.S-24.3 27-38 l.3S-2.08 0.01-0.29 
3-9 21.0-22.S 20-31 0.41-1.62 0.12-
3-10 19.0-2S.O 20-34 0 .39-l.3S 0.12-0.20 

Nasal 40 so 44 
Throat 28 42 37 

Eye 44 49 41 

Contact lens 19 2S 17 

Breathing 16 20 19 
Skin 30 33 24 

3-18 21.S-24 .o 31-39 0.6S-l.Sl 
4-7 22.0-26.0 24-33 0.91-2.26 0.12-2.64 
S-10 22.8-2S.O 23-32 0.67-1.77 0.04-0.08 
S-28 20.S-26.S 26-36 0.39-1.24 0.02-0.06 
Selected 
worksites 21.0-2S.S 13-33 0.23-3.S4 0.01-1. 78 

Digestion lS 28 20 

Aches 3S so 48 
Flu-like 20 22 19 
Stress 29 44 40 
General 36 S8 42 

Other 13 6 8 
Menstrual 18 21 19 

lS 10 18 None 

(b) Environmental complaints 

Noise 42 42 40 
TABLE V. OUTDOOR AIR SUPPLY RATES AND DISTRIBUTION 

Measured ** Effective ** 
Tower- Measured outdoor air supply ventilation ventilation 
floor (cfm/ft2) (cfm/person)* (air changes/hour) (air changes/hour) 

Ventilation 7S 76 6S 

Lighting 43 44 3S 

Office lS 26 22 

Other 17 29 2S 
19 lS 24 None 

1-12 0.10 lS.O O.S4 0.2S-O.S7 (c) Syndromes 

1-14 0.10 lS.O O.S3 0.2S-O.S4 
1-lS 0.12 18.0 0.61 0.3S-O.Sl 
3-9 0.20 30.0 1.04 0.70-0.80 

Irritant 63 71 66 

Toxic 61 77 60 

• Skin 28 31 22 
29 44 40 Stress 

3-10 0.16 24.0 0.83 0.39-0.SO (d) Building illness 19 19 14 

3-18 0.16 24.0 0.8S 0.27-0.38 
4-7 0.13 19.S 0.67 0.31-0.34 
S-10 O. lS 22.S o. 78 0.39-0.97 TABLE VII. SYMPTOM SCORES COMPUTED FROM PRINCIPAL COMPONENT 
S-28 0.14 21.0 0.73 O.S7-1.29 ANALYSIS, SFS GROUP, FIRST WORK LOCATION 

* assuming lSO ft2/person Mean scores computed from 
(n) Component 1 Component 2 Office type 

** not measured under comparable conditions (see 2.2) 
Closed office (80) -0. 74 0.14 

Cubicle (268) 0.47 0.3S 

Open area (191) -0.2S -0.68 
Difference between 

4.90 1.00 means (F test) 

p < .01 < .OS 
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TABLE VIII. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN E 
PREVALENCE OF VARIOUS SY~IRONHENTAL QUALITY AND OMES: ON 9 S~LECTED FLOORS 

Temperature 
departure from 22oc 

Temperature -
within day range 

Humidity -
departure from 50% RH 

llnmidity -
within day range 

Total particulates 

Organic vapours 

Ventilation -
uniformity 

Ventilation -
fresh air 

Environmental score 
(mean of ranks) 

Rank of score 

Irritant 

.182 

-.J4J 

-.J49 

.149 

.445 

-.J59 

-.251 

.131 

-. ll5 

-.173 

SYNDROMES 

Skin 

.lo69 -.217 

.081 -.207 -.489 

.JOO -.165 -.210 

-.J65 -.OJ4 -.178 

.32J .22J .054 

.059 -.495 -.219 

-.2JO -.350 -.217 

.485 -.OJ4 -.163 

.225 -.15J -.476 

. 189 -.J82 -.465 

TABLE IX. HEAN ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS (16 CASE-CONTROL AND ""BUILDING ILLNEss·· 
PAIRS) * 

Building 
illness 

. 285 

.360 

-.290 

.66) 

-.150 

-.216 

-.218 

-.298 

. 066 

-.101 

Cases * Controls 
mean values 

Temperature: 
(1) Absolute difference f 
(2) Within day range (OC)rom 

Humidity: 
(1) Absolute difference from 
(2) Within day range (% RH) 

Total particles (per cc) 

Organic vapours 

50% RH 24.00% 
2.00% 

l.12 

0.55 mg/mJ 

* We~e d7fined in September 1 • . cr1ter1a to later b "ld" ?BJ on s1m1lar b~t not identical 
u1 1ng 1llness syndrome. 
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25.00% 
l.00% 

l.55 

0.54 mg/mJ 
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RELATING HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES IN 
A TIGHT BUILDING SYNDROME INVESTIGATION 

Joanne M. Benard 
Departement de Sante conmunautaire 
Sante au Trava i1 
HOpital du Sacre-Coeur 
Ville St-Laurent, Quebec 

Thomas A. McKenna 
Occupational Health Unit 
Health and Welfare Canada 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dale L. McKinnon 
Moranda Research Centre 
Pointe Claire, Quebec 

A two-phased study was undertaken to investigate health and environmental 
complaints in a large, modern, sealed office complex. An account of the 
epidemiological 1nvest1gation and the associated environmental study has 
been presented earlier at this conference (McDonald et al). 

The health surveys of present and past employees were conducted to fully 
characterize the nature and magritude of the complaints. Prelimina ry 
analyses of the current employee questionnaire data were used in establish
ing the environmental sampling protocol. A limited environmental study 
was conducted to identify environmental factors which might be respons i ble 
for the complaints of the complex's occupants. 

Incidence and prevalence rates of a pre-defined "irritation-type" syndrome 
were examined on a floor-by-floor basis in all towers of the complex. 
Ten floors were selected for environmental investigation. The environmental 
survey of these "good" and "bad" floors, as characterized by low and high 
frequencies of an l"rr1tat1on syndrome, consisted of two areas of study 
-ventilation and the measurement of spec1f1c air quality parameters. 
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